
GR Corolla

Please Note: information is accurate as at March 2023.
Specification and imagery are indicative and should only be used as a guide. Vehicle and  
accessory specification, features, colour and trim may differ at the time of vehicle delivery.



You’ll feel it with every drive. In every twist and every turn. It’s our unwavering 
commitment to move you, not only today, but well into tomorrow as we relentlessly  
reimagine the future of mobility. 

With our eyes on the horizon, we’re committed to creating a future where  
all of humankind is empowered with the freedom to move.
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Front cover and this page: GR Corolla GTS in Feverish Red and pre-production GR Corolla Morizo Edition in Matte Steel shown 

Meet GR Corolla. The thrilling motorsport-bred 
representation of one of the world’s favourite 
cars. Developed under race conditions with 
input from professional drivers, including  
Master Driver, Morizo, GR Corolla takes everyday 
performance into a new realm of capabilities.

Featuring advanced aerodynamic elements, 
outstanding power output, enhanced handling 
and braking, GR Corolla was forged through 

a no-compromise evaluation of extreme 
motorsport and road conditions including 
gravel and snow. 

Using experience from events such as the 
Super Taikyu Series in Japan, GR Corolla has 
been created purely to place the driver first. 

Start your high-performance relationship  
with GR Corolla today.

Build the ultimate 
driver relationship
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“Bring back a Corolla that
 captivates our customers”

Akio Toyoda
President, Toyota Motor Corporation



Every exterior element of GR Corolla has been 
shaped to perform, enhance the aerodynamics 
and improve on-road stability to produce a truly 
exhilarating driving experience.

Extended front and rear fender overhangs 
have been incorporated to improve aero 
management while the engine hood line 

has been raised to accommodate functional 
heat discharging outlets. Slimmed down GR 
dedicated front and rear bumpers provide 
additional weight reduction and feature air 
ducts to improve airflow where it counts. 

The aerodynamic performance of the design 
also produces greater downforce to support 

extra stability and improved handling when 
cornering at higher speeds.

Aero stabilising fins and aero spats further 
reduce drag and improve airflow under the car 
to improve acceleration and help the GR Corolla 
feel fully connected to the road.

The shape of speed
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The GR Corolla was born from the already 
well acclaimed Corolla platform. First, the 
on-road stance was widened by 60mm to 
help seamlessly integrate the GR-FOUR AWD 
system into the body. 

The chassis was then extensively race track 
tested and tuned by professional drivers in all 
conditions. The drivers also found the lower 
centre of gravity delivers genuine high-speed 
cornering performance and a greatly enhanced 
driving experience, especially when pushing 
GR Corolla to the limits. 

Pushing the limits
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The GR Corolla is built upon a 
frame that’s hand finished at the 
TOYOTA GAZOO Racing factory 
in Motomachi, Japan. Hundreds 
of extra spot welds have been 
added to increase body rigidity 
and enhance the overall on-road 
stability and control characteristics. 

Further body stiffness is gained 
with three under floor metal braces 
and one centre floor metal brace 
that help deliver sharper handling 
capability. The high-rigidity front 
suspension members are also finely 
tuned to help produce a genuine 
race car driving experience.

The strength 
you need
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The front bumper integrates the GR 
functional matrix grille which is an exclusive 
GR design as featured across GR Yaris and 
GR86. Fog lamps are seamlessly positioned 
into the front bumper and placed purposely 
low alongside the bezel edged brake and 
engine cooling air intakes. 

Large under spoiler and corner lip spoilers 
help control airflow under the car and 
generate additional downforce when 
cornering hard. Bi-Beam headlamps keep 
the way ahead bright at night and integrated 
Daytime Running Lamps (DRLs) help keep  
GR Corolla noticed 24/7 on the road.

Leading the way
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The rear of the GR Corolla has been shortened 
compared to the Corolla to further enhance 
aerodynamic performance and on-road stability.  
The rear diffuser and air outlets help reduce turbulence 
and discharge air from beneath the car and rear bumper. 
The unique chrome finished triple exhaust also adds 
greater emphasis to the powerful rear design. 

The rally-like 18" black alloy wheels feature a multi axis 
spoke structure to provide greater structural rigidity. 
They’re matched with performance tyres to handle the 
power of GR Corolla and the demands of challenging 
driving conditions.

Fast from  
front to back
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Inside GR Corolla has been created as the perfect 
space to accentuate the joy of performance driving.

The subtle design lines and black base colouring 
help reduce driver distraction and feature stylish  
GR dedicated and dark silver highlights. 

Take centre stage 

GR Corolla GTS shown 15



The 12.3" GR dedicated digital dash is 
designed to support sports driving with 
a selection of graphic layouts inspired 
by genuine circuit and race car read-
outs. Apart from detailed engine and 
performance data, the display also 
includes a G-Force monitor and engine 
boost meter.

The digital Multi Information Display (MID) 
can be customised to support drivers 
requiring multiple information sources 
navigation with ‘map’ only display, audio 
and vital trip information. It can also be 
switched to support circuit, performance 
or general road driving conditions.

Technology at 
your fingertips

GR Corolla GTS shown 

A 8" Multi Information Display 
B 12.3" GR digital dash

A

B
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Inside the race inspired GR Corolla is 
where the driver can prepare for action 
and become as one with the car.

The race track developed leather 
accented GR sports seats in the GTS 
are wrapped in Brin Naub®¹ suede 
with silver trim accents. Featuring GR 
insignia, they’re specially shaped to 
provide outstanding support when 
driving hard. 

The premium GR 3-spoke steering 
wheel provides enhanced grip and 
feel to support sports driving. It places 
essential controls within reach for 
easier operability without the hands 
needing to leave the wheel. 

The centre console features a GR 
marked gear shifter with a dark silver 
decorative ring and is placed to work 
harmoniously with the steering wheel 
when driving hard. The parking brake 
is also placed to provide better grip.

Control centre

A Brin Naub®¹ suede seat with silver stitching
B Premium GR 3-spoke steering wheel  
 – overseas model shown
C Dark silver accented gear lever  
 – overseas model shown

A

B C
GR Corolla GTS shown 17



When driving for maximum performance the 
race styled lightweight aluminium pedals 
provide greater grip and confidence under foot 
for stress free gear shifting. 

The six-speed gear box features optimal 
gear ratios for enhanced power and driving 
performance, with the short stroke shift lever 
enabling quick gear changes when driving hard.

Take total control

GR Corolla GTS shown 18



The race tuned GR-FOUR AWD system in GR Corolla provides 
incredible response and controlled acceleration in all driving 
conditions from suburban streets to race track runs.

It precisely manages the torque distribution for enhanced control 
and balance, especially during sports driving. It sends the power 
to the wheels that need it most for maximum response and 
automatically responds to changing road surface conditions. 

With GR-FOUR AWD, the driver can also manually adjust the 
front/rear torque distribution to match the driving situation. 
Choose 60:40 balance for everyday driving, 30:70 to tackle 
winding roads with greater linear response and 50:50 balance  
for maximum traction when taking on circuit conditions.

Superb grip and response

GR Corolla GTS shown 19



The GR Corolla features a highly rigid lightweight 
MacPherson strut suspension system on the front and 
a wide trailing double wishbone suspension on the 
rear. This set-up helps maintain maximum contact 
with the road in all conditions with outstanding 
cornering, braking and acceleration performance.

The diameter of the front stabiliser bar has also 
been increased to optimise roll rigidity and the rear 
stabiliser tuned to elevate the steering response. 

On the GTS, 355mm ventilated front discs are 
matched with four-pot red GR calipers and the 
298mm ventilated rear discs with two-pot red GR 
calipers. Together they provide outstanding braking 
force and assured control to match genuine race 
driving conditions.

Maximum  
connection 

GR Corolla GTS in Feverish Red shown 20



The 1.6L 3-cylinder turbocharged engine has been 
developed using the latest motorsport technology 
and race data to provide maximum performance 
and driving enjoyment.

It produces 221kW² of power with 370Nm² of  
torque to deliver outstanding response right 
throughout the rev range. 

Weight has been reduced to maximise performance 
by using a lightweight camshaft, crankshaft and 
chain cover as well as a lightweight aluminium 
oil cooler. The lightweight pistons are shaped for 
high-speed combustion and feature anti-friction 
rings for reduced friction and combine with an 
advanced fuel injector spray pattern to produce 
enhanced fuel efficiency. 

The GR badged engine cover optimises airflow 
across the engine towards the exhaust to enhance 
cooling performance.

The power to excite
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More than providing the rear end of 
GR Corolla with a sense of presence,  
the triple exhaust configuration  
supports a higher output and generates  
a satisfyingly powerful exhaust sound.

An exhaust valve and actuator opens to 
reduce back pressure when the engine 
is at high output and generates greater 
sound at lower engine speeds.

A sweet sound
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Toyota Connected  
Services³ Safety and Security 

People and property are precious. Toyota 
Connected Services’ advanced features  
are designed to help protect them all. In 
emergencies, you can utilise push-button 
SOS Emergency Call⁴,⁵ (SOS). It contacts 
Toyota Emergency Assistance directly, guiding 
services to your location. In the event of a 
collision, Automatic Collision Notification⁴,⁶ 
(ACN) is designed to activate, calling you 
directly in-car, and if you are unresponsive, 
dispatching emergency services to that 
location. Should your car be reported stolen, 
Stolen Vehicle Tracking⁴,⁷ (SVT) will utilise 
vehicle tracking technology via our Stolen 
Vehicle Assistance Call Centre to help police 
to potentially recover your vehicle.

Driver Insights 
The myToyota Connect app gives you  
a complete view across your entire drive.  
Review recent trips and, with Drive Pulse 
Score,⁸ understand how braking and cornering 
can be improved to help maintain your car. 
The features let you run quick checks on 
odometer, fuel levels and distance to empty⁹ 
to aid journey planning. You can also spot 
unlocked doors or windows left open away 
from your car using the in-app Vehicle Status 
features, and set up alerts. A Vehicle Locator 
also helps you find where you last parked,  
and our Glove Box feature opens access to 
digital warranty and manuals for you. 

Remote Connect 
Control vehicle functionality, even when 
you’re not in the driver’s seat. Our Connected 
features enable you lock and unlock doors  
and boot, as well as activate remote horn 
buzzer, hazard and headlights. Perfect for 
locating your vehicle in a crowd, or just 
flagging emergencies. 

Multimedia Connect 
Toyota’s interconnected multimedia platform 
includes Connected Navigation which 
provides current parking availability, traffic, 
weather and fuel prices for your journey. 
Through Connected Voice Assistant, control 
vehicle features including navigation, audio 
and climate settings. With Connected Trip 
Start and Finish features you can plan routes, 
search a point of interest and send it to your 
car. When driving and not reaching your 
endpoint, the app notes the full route when 
you park, allowing you to continue navigation 
on foot with your phone or device.

12 months complimentary access

Driving should be easy, enjoyable and safe. That’s why 
inside every connected Toyota you’ll find a suite of 
advanced features focused on safety and convenience 
for a better driving experience, all seamlessly integrated 
into the myToyota Connect app.³
 
Learn more, and discover the Toyota Connected Services  
on your vehicle by visiting toyota.com.au/connected

For Toyota Connected Service Packages see 
www.toyota.com.au/connected/plans-packages

Test drive the app now, no Toyota required: 
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• 1.6L 3-cyclinder turbocharged engine
• 6-speed manual transmission
• Head–Up Display
• 18" alloy wheels
• Yokohama ADVAN Apex®¹ V601 tyres
• GR-FOUR all wheel drive system
• Drive modes – normal, sport, ECO and custom
• Torsen®¹0 Limited Slip Differential
• Red brake calipers
• Triple exhaust tips
• Daytime Running Lamps
• LED front and rear fog lamps
• LED headlamps automatic high beam
• Smart entry and start system

• Toyota Safety Sense¹¹ – including High-speed 
Active Cruise Control, Lane Departure Alert with 
steering assist, Pre-Collision Safety system with 
pedestrian and daytime cyclist detection, 
Intersection Turn Assistance, Emergency 
Steering Assist, Road Sign Assist (speed signs 
only) and Automatic High Beam

• Blind Spot Monitor
• Reversing camera
• Front and rear parking sensors
• Leather accented GR sports seats wrapped in 

Brin Naub®¹ suede with silver trim accents
• Heated front seats
• Dual zone climate control

• Heated leather steering wheel
• 12.3" digital MID
• 8" multimedia display screen and JBL®¹

8-speaker audio system
• Android Auto™,¹² and Wireless Apple Carplay®¹²
• Aluminium sports pedals – brake, accelerator

and clutch
• Wireless phone charger
• 12 months complimentary access to Toyota

Connected Services³ – including Safety and
Security features, Driving Insights – accessible
via myToyota Connect app

GR Corolla GTS
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Choose your colour for  
GR Corolla and make your  
mark on the road. From simple 
white to bold statements in 
style, you’re sure to find one  
to match your desire for 
thrilling performance on any 
road, every day.

Colours

COLOUR AND TRIM GUIDE

Grade
Interior 

Seat Trim
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GR 
Corolla 

GTS

Brin Naub®¹ 
suede with 
silver trim 
accents 
(EA20)

• • • •

Glacier White 040 Liquid Mercury¹³ 1L5

Ebony¹³ 202 Feverish Red¹³ 3U5
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Toyota Genuine 
Accessories¹⁴
Developed alongside the vehicle, 
this unique advantage allows 
Toyota to design accessories,  
so they integrate harmoniously 
with the vehicle structure  
and safety systems.  
For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload

Toyota Access 

Offers you flexible finance 
options, possible lower monthly 
repayments¹⁷ and a Guaranteed 
Future Value.¹⁸ That’s the worth 
Toyota Finance places on your car 
at the end of your loan term  
subject to fair wear and tear and 
agreed kilometres being met.  
For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/toyota-access

Toyota Service 
Advantage¹⁵
We’ll keep the cost of your 
standard logbook service at 
a capped price for up to your 
first 3, 4 or 5 years on the road, 
depending on the vehicle model. 
To find out your low capped 
service price, visit  
toyota.com.au/owners/service/
service-pricing-calculator

Toyota Certified 
Pre-Owned Vehicles
Enjoy the reassurance that 
comes with a Toyota Certified 
Pre-Owned Vehicle. Including 
additional 1-year Toyota-backed 
warranty,¹⁹ full-service history  
and 90-point inspection  
by Toyota Technicians.  
For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/promo/
tcpowarranty

Toyota Genuine 
Insurance¹⁶
With Toyota Genuine Insurance 
you’re not alone. Over 350,000 
Toyota owners have chosen 
Toyota Insurance because they 
know their Toyota’s in safe hands. 
For more information, visit  
toyota.com.au/insurance

Toyota Warranty 
Advantage²⁰
Stick to your annual service 
schedule, and we’ll extend your 
engine and driveline warranty 
from five to seven years, so you 
can drive stress-free for longer. 
For more information, visit 
toyota.com.au/owners/warranty

When you join the Toyota family, you  
get so much more than a new car feeling.  
You get a lifetime of benefits keeping  
you moving now and well into the future.

Discover your Toyota lifetime of  
advantages at toyota.com.au

Unlock it all
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IMPORTANT NOTICE – PLEASE READ:  
Toyota Australia uses its best endeavours to ensure material is accurate at the time of 
publishing. All information must be confirmed with your Toyota Dealer at the time of 
ordering, as specifications, applicability and availability may change over time. Colours 
depicted are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to the printing/display 
process. Toyota Australia reserves the right to change and/or discontinue, without 
notice, models, prices, colours, materials, equipment, specifications. To the extent 
permitted by law, Toyota Australia will not be liable for any damage or loss incurred  

from relying on the information and images contained in this material. Distributed 
nationally (other than in Western Australia) by Toyota Motor Corporation Australia 
Limited ABN 64 009 686 097. Material distributed in Western Australia by or on behalf  
of Prestige Motors Pty Ltd (for vehicles) and by Eastpoint Pty Ltd (for parts/accessories). 
Toyota Australia makes no warranties regarding (and will not be liable for) accuracy of 
materials distributed in Western Australia. PROOF HQ: T2023-000067. GTP-006799. 
VERSION: MARCH 2023.

1 Product and company names are trademarks of their respective owners.
2 Power and torque test standards differ. Ensure comparisons use same test standard.
3 Connected Services complimentary period ends 1 year from delivery date. Fees may 

apply thereafter. See toyota.com.au/connected/plans-packages. Not available outside 
Australia, if services disabled or terminated, or after 2033/Telstra 4G sunset (whichever 
comes first). Dependent on 3G/4G enabled DCM, GPS signal strength, mobile 
network coverage and other factors outside Toyota’s control which can limit ability or 
functionality of system. Requires compatible device and app installation, third party 
info and mobile data. Mobile usage at user's cost. Check toyota.com.au/connected or 
your Owner’s Manual for explanation of limitations. Features subject to change. Please 
drive safely.

4 Driver assist feature only. Not a substitute for safe driving practices. Dependent on 
operational related components and other factors outside Toyota’s control which can 
limit ability or functionality of system. Check your Owner’s Manual for explanation of 
limitations. Please drive safely.

5 SOS – Only operates if vehicle’s SOS button is pressed and vehicle ignition is on.
6 ACN – Only activates if vehicle’s DCM detects airbag deployment or impact  

sensor notification.
7 SVT – Owner/driver required to obtain Police report. Dependent on sufficient battery 

power. Vehicle location information, if available, only provided to Police. Vehicle 
recovery not guaranteed.

8 Recent trips and drive pulse process may take up to 48 hours to appear in the  
myToyota Connect app. Drive Pulse measures harsh cornering, fast acceleration  
and harsh braking, and provides drive pulse score based on these factors.  
Not to be used as general driver performance measure. For more details, see  
toyota.com.au/connected/driving-insights/recent-trips-drive-pulse

9 This distance is approximate only and may vary due to driver behaviour, vehicle load, 
vehicle usage and traffic conditions. Please drive responsibly.

10 Torsen® is a registered trademark of JTEKT Corporation.
11 Driver assist feature. Only operates under certain conditions. Check your Owner’s 

Manual for explanation of limitations. Please drive safely.
12 CarPlay® is a trademark of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries. 

Android Auto™ is a trademark of Google LLC
13 Paint featured is an optional extra at additional cost
14 See your Dealer for Toyota Genuine Accessory suitability and fitment,  

and Owner’s Manual for GVM limit. Colours may vary from actual.  
Visit toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload

15 Standard scheduled logbook services only. T&Cs apply. Visit toyota.com.au/advantage
16 Terms and conditions apply. This advice is general in nature and does not take into 

account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making a decision to 
purchase any of the insurance products you should consider the appropriateness of the 
advice taking into account your own objectives, financial situation and needs and refer 
to the current PDS and Target Market Determination for the relevant product available 
from participating Dealers, via our website at toyotainsurance.com.au or by calling 
137 200. Toyota Car Insurance purchased in a dealership or via the Toyota Insurance 
National Customer Solutions Centre is facilitated by Toyota Finance Australia Limited 
ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 392536 as agent for, and on 
behalf of, the insurer. The insurer of Toyota Car Insurance is Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance 
Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282, AFSL 443540 (Adica). If Toyota Car 
Insurance is purchased online, the issuer and insurer is Adica. *This figure represents 
the total number of Toyota vehicles that have been insured by Toyota Insurance as at 
November 2021. 

17 Lower monthly repayments compared to a similar term with no Guaranteed Future 
Value (GFV) or equivalent balloon final payment. Total interest charges will be higher if 
a GFV or balloon final payment is selected.

18 Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) is the minimum value of your new or approved 
demonstrator Toyota at the end of your finance contract, as determined by Toyota 
Finance subject to fair wear and tear and agreed kilometres being met. Ask your 
dealers for more information. Approved applicants only. T&Cs apply. Toyota Finance 
Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 392536.

19 Applicable to pre-owned vehicles purchased as a Toyota Certified Pre-Owned (TCPO) 
vehicle on or after 01/01/2022. TCPO 2022 Warranty expires 1 year after sale, or 1 year 
after the current New Vehicle Warranty expires (if applicable), or 10 years from date 
of registration in original owner’s name, or at 160,000kms (whichever occurs first). 
TCPO Warranty does not apply to vehicles used for commercial purpose (eg taxis or 
rideshare). See toyota.com.au/tcpowarranty for T&Cs. This warranty does not limit and 
may not necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.

20 The Toyota Warranty Advantage Extended Engine and Driveline coverage is for  
7 years from delivery, provided your vehicle is properly serviced and maintained per its 
Warranty and Service Book. Excludes vehicles used for a commercial purpose, such as 
taxis, hire vehicles and vehicles transporting people or goods for payment including 
rideshare. See toyota.com.au/owners/warranty for details. This warranty does not limit 
and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.

Disclaimers  
and Notice
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